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A Simple Approach to 
Elevating Higher Ed 
Marketing Efforts



● 20+ years in technology

● 16 in Higher Ed Marketing/Marketing Technology

● Senior Director, Marketing Strategy and 
Operations at The Wharton School, University of 
Pennsylvania
○ Web Technologies
○ Admissions CRM (Salesforce)
○ Marketing Automation
○ Marketing Analytics

● Higher Ed Marketing Consulting

● Creator of HeadStart Marketing Platform (built for 
Higher Ed)

Eric Greenberg

linkedin.com/in/emgreenberg/

https://headstartmarketingplatform.com


First: A Short Story

Warning: This story may trigger feelings of Post-Traumatic Stress for 
people who have lived through it.



Increased Competition + Declining 
Enrollment = “Looking for Solutions”

“360 Degree Campus!”

“Cradle to Grave 
Data-Informed Decisions!”

“But you must act now!”



User Licenses (annual and often unused!)

Contact bundles 

Initial Implementation Fees

Support Fees

Integration Fees

Implementation Support from a third-party vendor

Meetings and more meetings and yet more meetings

Let the Spending Bacchanalia Begin!



And the townspeople were happy…



As time passed

What the agency delivered was exactly what the school had asked for…

But it wasn’t what they needed

Commitments between departments started to fray

User licenses went unused

Data normalization between systems were “out of scope”

The Admissions team still didn’t like the prospects that Marketing delivered

The Marketing team used their enterprise platform like it was Mail Chimp™



And the townspeople were not happy…



The School Stopped to Reflect..

To think about the experiences they had and everything they had learned so as 
not to repeat the mistakes of the past.

Gotcha!



User Licenses (annual and often unused!)

Contact bundles 

Initial Implementation Fees

Support Fees

Integration Fees

Implementation Support from a third-party vendor

Meeting and more meeting and yet more meetings

Let the Spending Bacchanalia Begin V2!



Frequent Results

● 10% usage, 100% of the cost
● Multiple lost years performing the ‘rinse and repeat’ of new platforms, new 

agency
● Poor optics for the platforms and the implementation team
● Little change to the decreasing enrollments problem

But why?



The Three “P”s

People

Processes

Platforms



The Usual Approach

People

Processes

Platforms



What it probably should be

People

Processes

Platforms



What is an Antidote for 
this Madness?



Simplicity and Consistency





Tiny Habits Compound Over Time



Exploring a “Tiny Habit” Approach 
with Marketing Automation



What is Marketing Automation?
Marketing Automation Platforms automate routine marketing tasks. 

Common marketing automation workflows include email marketing, behavioral 
targeting, lead prioritization, and personalized advertising. 

By automating these tasks,  marketing teams can  provide more personalized 
and relevant content to prospects “at scale.”





Marketing Automation is not a CRM

Marketing
Automation 
Platforms

CRM Platforms

80% Marketing

20%
CRM

80% CRM
20%
Marketing



Marketing Automation Boiled Down:

Personalization
Understanding enough about a prospect to communicate the right message at the 
right time in the right channel. “At Scale.” 

Qualification
Creating “Qualification Rules” by combining tracked digital activities, such as web 
pages visited, emails clicked, forms filled, etc., with data provided by the prospect 
(usually using embedded forms) to help determine which candidates are serious 
prospects versus “tire kickers”. Once again “At scale” - and automated!



Let’s Focus on Personalization 

● Prioritize your programs or products in a way that makes sense for your 
institution. 

● We are now going to build out a simple drip campaign for this specific 
program or product.

● In four simple steps…



1. Add Tracking Code

This only happens one time! 



2. Build a Form

● Embed the form on the 
program/product page 
we prioritized.



3. Create a “Segment” or “List” to Hold Nursing Prospects



4. Create Simple, Automated Email Campaign
Opportunities Outcomes Next Steps



A Wealth of Info Already:

● Name and Email

● Program of Interest

● How long they spent on the 
website

● How many times they returned 
over X amount of time

● What pages they visited

● What emails they clicked on

● Where they are located 
geographically (based on IP)



Easily Replicable for Other Programs/Products
Nursing Computer Science Marketing



Tiny Habits Compound Over Time



Thank You!


